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Training
Broadly speaking, there are two main ways of training future teachers- a university- based PGCE
route or a School-based route, including SCITTs, School Direct and Teach First. In the past, the
number of trainees an organisation can recruit was set by the Government each year. However,
beginning with recruitment for the academic year 16-17, a national limit was set, with institutions
able to recruit as many trainees as they were able, until the national limit was reached. This meant
that some highly regarded courses, such as the Cambridge History PGCE, faced the prospect of
their course becoming unviable last year, as they had not interviewed many of their candidates
before the limit was reached. A last minute government intervention allowed eight 'top' universities
to recruit 75% of the number of trainees they had last year.
The DfE census from November 2016 showed the breakdown of trainees recruited for each subject
for the 2016-17 academic year, compared to the national target:

Members may also be interested in the breakdown of characteristics for each training route, which
can be found in the same report:

Questions
1. What measures could be taken to improve teacher training recruitment?
2. Does the SEA have a view on what teacher training should look like?
3. Should more of an effort be made to recruit career changes to teaching? If so, what should that
look like?
4. Should more of an effort be made to recruit top graduates to teaching? If so, what should that
look like?

Retention
More teachers than ever are leaving the profession-and they are leaving faster than they used to http://schoolsweek.co.uk/highest-teacher-leaving-rate-in-a-decade-and-6-other-things-we-learnedabout-the-school-workforce/

The NUT also offer some interesting insights into issues around retention
(https://www.teachers.org.uk/edufacts/teacher-recruitment-and-retention)
Finally, The NFER published a paper in June 2015 entitled 'Should I Stay or Should I Go?'
analysing issues around teacher recruitment and retention:
https://www.nfer.ac.uk/publications/LFSA01/LFSA01.pdf
Questions to consider
1. How could Government work to reduce teacher workload?
2. How could teaching become a higher status profession?
3. How could qualified teachers be encouraged to return to teaching?

Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
The quality of CPD could be described as patchy at best. Schools are responsible for the
professional development of their staff. Five INSET days are given over to this each year. While
some schools undoubtedly provide excellent training, this is not the case across the board.
The government has promoted teaching schools as a way of promoting school led training. What
they are meant to do is set out here:
https://nctl.blog.gov.uk/2015/03/06/what-are-teaching-schools-and-system-leaders/
and there is a commentary on their effectiveness here:
https://www.tes.com/news/school-news/breaking-news/teaching-schools-have-a-limited-impactpupils-results-says-research
The government also thinks that multi academy trusts should manage CPD across trusts.
Questions to consider
1. Who should be responsible for the CPD of teachers?
2. What does good CPD look like in the age of the internet?
3. How can the quality of CPD be increased across the board?

